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Xbox is.Quantitative
determination of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in

drinking water by solid phase
extraction and gas

chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry. A rapid,

inexpensive, and efficient
technique for the determination

of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in water
has been developed based on
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solid phase extraction (SPE)
combined with gas

chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (GC-MS-MS). The
method was validated for PAHs

in potable water. Under
optimized conditions, the

method showed low detection
limits (0.004-0.01 microg/L) for
PAHs. The recoveries ranged

from 81 to 115% with a relative
standard deviation (R.S.D.) of
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less than 20%. The mean
recoveries for 14 PAHs in water
were from 76 to 101% with an
R.S.D. of 8-13%. The proposed

method was successfully
applied to the determination of

15 PAHs in a real drinking
water sample.Q: Unset all
variables, directly, without

properties on a class Unset all
the variables of a class and

without using object_name() or
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class_name.properties() I mean
directly via a function or a

variable that get all the
variables of a class and I want
to unset it. for example in a
class called Client, I want to

unset the variables that contain
the word name or

phone_number or email or
password for example class

Client { public $name; public
$phone_number; public $email;
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public $password; } $var =
$_POST; // in this case I get the
variables that have $_POST //

want to unset it unset($var); A:
you can do unset(new

Clilent()->name); this will work
for all class properties A: You
can do an unset on the class

itself and the properties will be
unset too 6d1f23a050
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